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police logan woman faked brain tumor duped donors - police logan woman faked brain tumor duped donors logan utah
cashing in on cancer police say a utah woman had an entire community fooled bilking them out of thosuands of dollars the
case of charity has now turned into a fraud lesley jensen is the prime suspect in a fraud investigation centered in the small
town of nibley, logan co woman indicted after faking terminal cancer - a logan county woman has been indicted after
faking a terminal cancer diagnosis the logan county grand jury indicted 25 year old sierra bennett of lewisburg on one count
of theft by deception over 500 under 10 000 a class d felony, logan woman sentenced for faking brain tumor fox13now
com - logan woman sentenced for faking brain tumor logan utah a logan woman who pleaded guilty to fraud for faking a
terminal illness and soliciting thousands of dollars in donations was given her, woman who faked cancer sentenced to
year in jail 27k in - the escalating lies was the explanation jensen s attorney gregory skordas of salt lake city gave as the
reason the 27 year old cache valley woman had claimed to have terminal cancer on tuesday judge brian cannell sentenced
jensen to a year in the cache county jail with credit for time served along with a number of other conditions but only after
suspending a stiff prison sentence, logan woman suspected of faking cancer and defrauding - a single mother of one
child who raised thousands of dollars to help in the fight of her brian cancer doesn t have cancer after all according to cache
county investigators, logan woman accused of faking cancer expected to plead - a 26 year old nibley cache county
woman accused of faking brain cancer is expected to plead guilty next month to charges accusing her of forging medical
documents to raise money to treat her, logan mom lied to family others about having brain cancer - logan a logan
woman is accused of forging documents and faking brain cancer to fool her family and neighbors as part of a 17 000
scheme police say, logan woman allegedly fakes cancer steals thousands upr - police say a logan woman who raised
thousands of dollars after claiming to have a rare form of brain cancer falsified her claims leslie jensen raised 17 000 at a
fundraiser in early november basically we don t know where that money went we don t know if it still exists if it s been,
charges filed against utah woman accused of faking cancer - charges filed against utah woman accused of faking
cancer courts nine felony counts include communications fraud and forgery by jessica miller and michael mcfall the salt lake
tribune december 5 2014 9 44 pm, cancer care logan regional hospital - women and newborn care donate to the logan
regional hospital foundation cancer center fund items can be dropped off at the logan cancer center 1281 n 600 e logan ut
more research at intermountain intermountain is recognized as a model health system through pioneering research efforts,
idaho woman facing felony charge related to fake cancer - it must be unofficial fake cancer day over here at gofraudme
as this is our second case of the day when will you idiots learn do not fake cancer say it with me do not fake cancer from the
herald journal of utah sara nicole kaufman a 24 year old boise woman who previously lived in cache, woman accused of
faking cancer for money appears in court - a woman accused of faking a life threatening cancer and using the supposed
illness to garner financial assistance from individuals and charitable organizations made her first court appearance thursday
lesley e jensen of nibley was arrested upon release from logan regional hospital on wednesday, mammogram logan
regional hospital - logan regional hospital mammography women and newborn center 1st floor from the women s center
entrance turn right the hall will curve left until you reach a glass door labeled mammography
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